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Introduction

A keyword search of the nearest periodical database for interactive plus media will likely generate dozens of
articles in the last two or three years alone. Interactivity is a hot topic - most everyone agrees that interactivity
is "the wave of the future" (Churbuck 1993) and "the next big thing" (Dempsey 1993). It "is the key to home
shopping, videogame channels and most everything else about the new TV" (Ad Age 1993a).

Viacom, Time-Warner, AT&T, Bell Labs, SONY, MCA, Sears, IBM, Chrysler, Paramount, Fox, Philips, EMI, HBO,
Coca-Cola, McDonald's, Procter & Gamble, MTV, TBS, CNN, Home Sports, The Weather Channel and Knight-
Ridder are a few of the corporations currently exploring the interactive media market (Donaton 1993,
Donaton 1993b, Shapiro 1993, Battelle 1993, Serafin 1993, Davis 1993, Branwyn 1993), and while it's hard
to pin down precisely how much capital is currently being invested in interactivity, the total is certainly in the
several billions. Consider:

• between 500 million and a billion dollars has been invested in Prodigy to date; it has yet to
turn a profit, and should lose $25 million in 1993 (Liebman 1992, Shapiro 1993);

• 3DO, developer of a home multimedia entertainment system, was "a $300 million company"
before it ever shipped its first unit (Flower 1993);

• a New York-based research firm estimates revenues from [interactive] multimedia ventures
will total $13 billion by 1996 (Liebman);

• Mammoth Micro, an interactive CD-ROM producer, spends up to a million dollars to develop
a single title; Sega's costs can go as high as $1.2 million per title (Churbuck 1993, Flower
1993).
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• interactive TV experiments are either completed, planned or underway in Castro Valley, CA;
New York City; Orlando; Omaha; Chicago; Arlington, VA; Quebec; Toronto; Hamburg,
Germany; Portland, OR; Spain; the Netherlands; Australia; West Palm Beach, FL; and Cerritos,
CA (Clark 1993, Mackie 1993, Cowan 1993, Smith 1993, Bodow 1993, Donaton 1993,
Donaton 1993b, Mandese 1993, Marshall 1993). 

Interactivity's potential is enormous, but realized profits to date remain modest. For example, Prodigy's 1991
revenues were just $12.3 million (Liebman 1992). It's too early to start writing obituaries, but this seems a
small return on a billion dollar investment. Noting this gap between investment and return, AT&T's Joseph
Grosso calls interactivity "the great zero-billion-dollar business. Everybody talks about how it's going to be
bringing in tremendous dollars in the future, and yet no revenues are flowing through" (Donaton 1993).
Perhaps a slow start is to be expected of an industry in its infancy. It is possible, even likely, that the players
who will ultimately define the world of interactivity - the artists, programmers, designers, and corporations -
aren't even on the scene yet (Davis 1993). In fact, it may be impossible for large, entrenched businesses to
make the transition - the eventual explosion in the industry may be driven by smaller, less established
companies (Harmon 1993). TCI's John Malone believes that much interactive revenue will ultimately be
"generated by services that aren't even invented yet" (Maddox 1993), and 3DO's Trip Hawkins says the
interactive future can't be conceived of in conventional Hollywood terms (Dempsey 1993).

What is disturbing is this: there remains a startling lack of consensus as to what exactly interactivity is.
In some cases, it's little more than a buzzword in search of an application - a word that "is abused more than
it's used" (Russell 1993). Even such media moguls as Ted Turner, Rupert Murdoch and John Malone openly
admit that they don't know what interactive is (Dempsey 1993). "Interactive media" refers to a broad, and
potentially confusing range of services including the "New" TV, online computing, "interactive" CD-ROMs, the
next wave of infomercials and home shopping services. Considering the billions of dollars being sunk into the
development of interactive products, one might reasonably expect investors to have a thorough
comprehension of the process they're funding - especially since the people involved are experts in the field
of communications technology. This isn't the case.

"Everybody's talking about interactive multimedia, but it's not really well-defined," according to Grosso. AT&T
and Viacom's Castro Valley experiment was in part inspired by the fact that interactivity has generated "more
questions than answers" (Donaton 1993). Interactivity may be the next wave, but almost nobody is sure how
to get there from "the here and now of ordinary books, magazines and catalogs" (Churbuck 1993).

The disarray within the industry is typified by the proliferation of incompatible technologies. Peter Gabriel,
David Bowie, U2, Edgar Winter, Thomas Dolby, Todd Rundgren, Billy Idol, Madonna, Cindy Baron, Mötley Crüe,
and Victor (formerly Prince) have either released or are planning to release interactive video projects. These
projects range in content from "guided tours" of recording facilities to vocal or instrumental karaoke to full
audio and video remix capability. But to take advantage of all these products the consumer would have to
purchase several different CD-ROM players. WiReD lists thirteen competing interactive video platforms in
various stages of development (Davis 1993, Coupland 1993). And there are as many as 50 interactive TV
technologies (Lang 1993).

"Historically, advertisers and their agencies have tended to wait until a vehicle has proven itself before
jumping on board" (Upshaw 1993). True to form, potential advertisers and advertising agencies have been
hesitant to sign onto interactive online services because there is so far no useful understanding of how
advertising works in the medium, nor is there any current standard of rating consumer exposure or behavior
(Liebman 1992, Donaton 1993). Advertisers are also concerned about user privacy; the medium's ability to
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enhance brand loyalty; and whether the interactive subscriber might be more active than the stereotypical
couch potato at whom much current advertising is targeted (Beacham 1993, Lang 1993, Johnson 1993).

Nonetheless, many industry experts are convinced of the need for advertiser participation in the development
of interactive media, because how much of the bill subscribers are willing to pay is unclear (Serafin 1993,
Upshaw 1993). There are encouraging signs that advertisers will play a role. At least one producer of
interactive CD-ROMs has had some success enlisting advertiser support, and Delphi, an online service, has
recently named an agency of record (Churbuck 1993, Ad Age 1993b). This sort of agency involvement is
essential to online success, because without the participation of advertisers, it is hard to imagine how this new
medium can generate the capital necessary to entrench itself in the market.

Consumers don't know what interactivity is either. According to a recent survey, only 19.1% of American
consumers are familiar with the concept of interactive TV. According to the researchers who conducted the
poll, "[t]he concept is nebulous; people don't know what we mean." Even worse for interactive developers,
two-thirds of those polled said they weren't interested in new media services, although the percentage was
higher among younger consumers (Fawcett 1993). 

At the heart of all the uncertainty is a very basic question: what kind of medium (or media) is (are)
interactivity? Different media have different "message systems," which in turn have "very different
characteristics that could accommodate certain communications tasks better than others" (Copeland 1988).
David Shefrin, head of the Interactive Multimedia Association, suggests that this new medium may be so
different from current mass media that none of our preconceived notions of media and market will apply.

"They're trying to cram everything into what we know about mass-media
communications," he complains. These media "can amalgamate large
audiences, but not in a mass way," he says, and the classic paradigms for
determining effectiveness are void (Liebman 1992).

Some critics attribute Prodigy's early failures to their inability to understand the obsolescence of the old
media marketing methods. "They took paradigms from a bunch of other media and tried to fit a round peg
into a square hole" (Shapiro 1993).

Futurist Alvin Toffler compares the mass media - newspapers, broadcast networks, etc. - to "smokestack
machines," the assembly-line factories of the industrial revolution. He argues that tendency of media over the
next few years will be toward demassification. This demassification is manifested in niche marketing, a term
Toffler uses to describe the micromarketing of the future (Liebman 1992, Marshall 1993)). Early results from
the GTE/Cerritos test appear to confirm Toffler's prediction, finding that "interactive TV is a collection of niches
rather than a single mass market" (Sellinger 1993).

A review of the literature yields many definitions of interactivity, and the divergence in these definitions is
striking. The word is widely used, but its use is not consistent; often "interactive" is used trivially by people
who want to appear "cool" (Smith 1993). In short: there seems to be no common definition of the word
interactivity as it applies to the developing field of interactive media.

The value of a common definition is intuitively obvious. If a word means several different things, people using
the word will be prone to frequent and potentially costly miscommunications, especially in the absence of
syntactic or contextual cues distinguishing one use from another. The implications for a multi-billion dollar
industry are evident. One online respondent suggested that a lot of big corporate players are getting involved
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in the interactive game without really understanding what interactive is all about: "it is vastly different than
running a video store, putting out movies, or being a Baby Bell; just because these companies are large doesn't
mean that their billion dollar investments will pay off" (Smith 1993).

The disarray surrounding interactive media development is in part attributable to a vague comprehension in
the industry of what exactly interactivity is. Part One of this paper will seek to sharpen understanding of the
process by:

• examining common definitional elements and current use of the term;
• exploring the theoretical underpinnings of media interactivity;
• synthesizing common definitions, standards of use;
• examine these definitions in the context of the different types of interactive system under

development.

In addition to the industry's failure to understand what interactivity is, there is also uncertainty as to what
qualities associated with interactive media are likely to prove successful in the marketplace. Interactivity may
be attractive to some consumers under certain circumstances, but interactivity alone is no guarantee that a
medium will survive in the highly competitive information and entertainment arena.

Part Two will examine qualities common to developing interactive media and will attempt to indicate how
these qualities can contribute to eventual market acceptance of interactive media.

Method

A review of the literature on interactive media was conducted. Most of the sources reviewed were periodicals,
as there appears to be little book-length writing on the subject.

Additionally, definitions, opinions, and related comments were solicited from subscribers to several online
conferences supported by ONENET, a global network of bulletin board systems (BBSs), with a current
subscription base of over 250,000. Those conferences were: WiReD Magazine, Tele-Tomorrow, HyperCard,
Virtual Reality, Online Services, Online Publishing, Musicians & MIDI, Multimedia, Investors' Forum, Interactive
Media, and Hypertexture. In addition, responses were solicited from alt.wired, one of several Internet groups
supported by ONENET.

The literature and the online responses were examined for definitions, explicit or implicit, of interactivity. An
explicit definition is one where the source overtly defines the term; an implicit definition is one where the
term's intended meaning can be inferred from its contextual use.

Four online posts were deemed non-responsive and were discarded. Definitional categories were generated
from the literature review and online responses, and common themes were identified. The definitions which
emerged were then re-analyzed and coded according the categories generated earlier.

Generally speaking, the online contributions were highly consistent with the findings from the published
literature. The text of the online solicitation can be found in Addendum 1. Addendum 2 contains the compiled
responses. References to these responses noted in the text by: (Smith 1993).
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Finally, for the discussion of predictivity a subjective method was used to rate the market success of selected
media. It is believed that a scientific version of this method could be developed and potentially employed to
great benefit. However, at the time of this research the resources necessary to undertake such a study were
unavailable.

PART ONE: WHAT IS INTERACTIVITY?

FINDINGS

Types of definitions. The literature review provided a wide range of definitions of interactivity. In general,
these definitions are of three types:

• operational, or applied: interactivity implicitly defined by some activity or application - relies
on example: "Two-way lines and devices will let viewers send signals back to programmers,
manipulate information or control video that's stored in the computerized box plugged into
the TV" (Ad Age 1993a).

• technological: interactivity explained in circular terms by listing the devices and technologies
which are interactive; one typical technological definition refers to "the broad class of
technologies and applications which include videotex or audiotex information systems,
computer-generated multimedia which uses compact video or laser discs to provide
instruction, interactive video used in kiosks, home video games and interactive television" (Ad
Age 1993a). The chief benefit of this category of "definitions" is its ability to provide
examples which can then be used to test more theoretical or applied definitions.

• theoretical: interactivity defined according to its essential qualities and characteristics; the
process of interactivity defined, as opposed to technologies or applications. Interactivity is
"the degree to which a medium allows for exchanges between sender and receivers" (McQuail
1987). 

Operational definitions were the most common, perhaps owing to the popular, applied nature of most of the
publications surveyed. Theoretical definitions were the least common. This is unfortunate, since this category
provides the greatest potential for understanding the base processes of interactivity.

These three categories of definitions might best be seen as complementary - as three tiers of the same
defining process. The operational definitions ideally derive from theoretical bases, and the products themselves
are the end-line interfaces which capitalize on the deeper structures.

Elements of interactivity. The research revealed several elements which are seen as either contributing to or
essential for interactivity. All of the technologies identified as interactive feature at least one of the following
characteristics - usually more. As will be noted, not all of the elements suggested are in fact qualities of
interactivity, although they may frequently occur in interactive systems.

1: Interactivity requires a two-way communication flow (Mackie 1993, Smith 1993, Naimark 1990, Ad Age
1993a, Wolter 1993, McQuail 1987). A key feature of evolving interactive service is its allowance for "upstream
data" flow, which turns "mass media into a two-way street" that, in its "most complex form...will enable users
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to actually participate in a video experience, playing a part in a story, even determining its outcome" (Wolter
1993, Ad Age 1993a, Whitby 1993, Smith 1993).

This flow between communicators should be "real-time" (Smith 1993). So, for example, although the postal
system allows information to flow two ways, the message exchange loop has a several-day lag time, limiting
the system's degree of interactivity. One marketing research executive believes that without real-time
capability a medium can't possess "true interactivity" (Sellinger 1993).

2: In an interactive system, input adds content, resulting in a meaningful effect on the receiver's end
(Smith 1993, Naimark 1993). The content of any interactive system includes a range of possible message
options (McQuail 1987). "Our input and its effect...distinguishes [interactivity] from noninteractivity..."
(Naimark 1990). If the range of potential responses is fundamentally unaffected by the user's input, in other
words, then the process isn't purely interactive (Smith 1993, Kunkel 1989).

Information traveling in two or more directions sets up a "feedback loop," allowing "the sense-making process
to make subtle adjustments in an organic manner depending on the participants and the density of the
message stream" (Smith 1993). Input, therefore, should "add content" (Smith 1993); the degree of interactivity
is determined, in part, by the system's response to the user (Kelly & Steurer 1993). 

Thus, an interactive system is "unpredictable" - a particular input can suggest any number of "feedback"
responses from the other end; this in turn has an open-ended effect on the original communicator. This
continuous loop, where each communication suggests a large number of possible replies, is a seemingly
essential element of an interactive system.

3: Interactive media require a centralized locus of control (McQuail 1987, Smith 1993). In Mass
Communication Theory: An Introduction, McQuail details five "dimensions relating to conditions of
distribution, reception and use" of mass media.

These refer to the kind of act or experience typically involved, or available,
for the user. The main points to bear in mind are: whether content is chosen
as an individual unit or as a wider range of items; whether attention is
individual or collective; whether content is limited in time and space;
whether use is limited in time or space; whether supply is managed and
organized at source (McQuail 1987).

Although McQuail doesn't make such a claim for these dimensions, taken together they provide a useful
framework for the consideration of media interactivity. In particular, the last two dimensions suggest that
interactivity is, to some degree, a function of centralization: in theory, interactive media should focus use "in
time and space" and provide for the management or moderation of information flow. 

The focus of content seems less important - interactive media should be able to access and support a limitless
variety of subject matter. In fact, it is hard to imagine what sort of content interactive media couldn't support.

That interactivity requires centralization of use should be intuitively obvious - a medium which enables
communication between two or more people must occupy a "place" common to all users - a room, a
telephone line, or an online conference, for example. Further, the users must occupy the "place" at the same
time (for real-time communication, that is; e-mail would be less interactive). Similarly, two-way
communication, as defined above, requires a commonality of content. Put simply, the users must be
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communicating about the same thing.

Finally, an interactive system must be a managed or moderated system. Some sort of external control is
necessary to provide the focus described. Failure to focus system parameters "invites sheer anarchy" (Smith
1993). The telephone system, for example, would fall into immediate disarray should its technicians and
operators abandon it. No medium is self-sustaining.

This notion of interactivity as a highly centralized and focused process may run counter to some intuitive
expectations. After all, interactivity provides the key to unlimited information, products and services; a greatly
enhanced ability to communicate with people and institutions heretofore inaccessible; and boundless new
opportunities for innovative forms of entertainment. Interactivity is often presented as a world without limits.
Yet strict limits are essential for a viable interactive communications system.

4: Interactivity provides the user with more content options and a high degree of control over those
options (Liebman 1992, Ad Age 1993a, Donaton 1993, Copeland 1988, Smith 1993). It allows "individual users
to respond and to control the information they receive" (Ad Age 1993a). It lets users "manipulate or control"
stored information and entertainment, and is viewed as a "computer smorgasbord," with customers deciding
what they will see (Ad Age 1993a). Interactive "video malls" would provide consumers with instant access to
boundless information about available goods and services (Mackie 1993). Some see a product's degree of
interactivity as dependent on the number of content options available to the user (Churbuck 1993).

5: Interactivity affords the user a high degree of navigational control within the system (Kunkel 1989,
Copeland 1988, Fuhrman 1991, Whitby 1993, Smith 1993). Interactivity is "about pulling the audience out
of the armchair and pushing them into the baseball park. It's about flying around the stadium and becoming
a player in the game." It offers the user a way to "become literally involved" (Whitby 1993). (Along these lines,
VIDEOTRON, Quebec's interactive TV service, is experimenting with features that, among other things, allow
sports viewers to choose their own camera angles and select their own replays [Smith 1993].) "Virtual travel"
affords users freedom in exploring their computerized environment; interactive learning programs are believed
likely to be more successful if they avoid designing linear experiences (Kunkel 1989). This enables people to
indulge their own "learning styles," presumably enhancing the learning experience (Smith 1993).

6: A user's internal thought processes are not a characteristic of media interactivity. In one sense, any user
contact with any medium is interactive, in that the user interacts with the medium when receiving the
message. Further, this message may then be part of an internal interaction with the user as the user processes
the words and images of, say, a novel or a film (Smith 1993). It is suggested that a "strong engagement of the
imagination" might be more interactive than interactive TV or virtual reality (Smith 1993).

However, this sort of interaction is native to any conceivable medium or message system. It involves no two-
way communication, but is relegated to the receiver's end of a one-way communication. This function may
exist within a larger interactive system (such "interactions" may occur repeatedly on all ends of the "loop"),
but to say that this makes a medium interactive is to render the term meaningless. By this definition, all media
are interactive.

7: Interactivity is not a function of a medium's "realness" or "vividness." When talking about interactive
media, writers sometimes lapse into discussions of sensory impact (Fuhrman 1991, Kunkel 1989). But while
the medium's capacity to excite, and even engage, is clearly related to the medium's attractiveness to
consumers (see Part Two), there is no essential correlation between "vividness" and interactivity. A 3-D
Odorama film is highly vivid, engaging at least three separate senses - sight, sound and smell. Yet it affords
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the user no more input opportunity than a regular film. The telephone, by contrast, is one of the most
interactive media ever devised, meeting every criteria put forth above, yet it basically engages only one sense
in the communication process (Kelly & Steurer 1993).

DISCUSSION

Based on the findings of the research, we can define the characteristics of an ideal interactive system. It is
further possible to distinguish between characteristics which are essential to a pure interactive process and
which are more common to "closed" or limited interactive systems.

The first three elements discussed above define what is essential in a pure, or "open" interactive system:

• it must provide a two-way flow of communication;
• input must have a meaningful effect (add content); and
• it must centralize the information flow.

The fourth and fifth characteristics, 

• greater user control of content, options, and
• increased user control of system navigation

are perhaps embedded in the application of the first three. With the telephone, for example, users control the
content of the communication, and the online service subscriber has nearly absolute control over which
conferences or chats to engage in, and in what order.

All interactive media systems fall into one of three categories, and it is in the context of these actual systems
that the above elements are best understood. For purposes of discussion, we will call these systems open,
closed, and mediated.

Open systems are "purely" interactive, embodying all of the characteristics outlined above. Such systems are
two-way, real-time, open-ended and unpredictable, etc. Obvious examples of existing open systems include
the telephone, videoconference, and online "chat" services.

Most interactive TV will be open systems, it appears, because they will offer the user access to two-way
features like real-time games against other subscribers, online shopping, and video-on-demand services (which
require a communication uplink with the service provider). In true free-market fashion, user activity can
dictate provider response in many ways. Indirectly, the user's decision to buy a particular product from
shopping channel 36 instead of shopping channel 37 might lead channel 37 to alter its price structure.
Services can also be expected to provide direct "one-on-one communication back from the viewer to the
advertiser (Ad Age 1993c). Instant polling or ratings services - like Nielsen's Passive People Meter (Fisher 1993)
- could have an overwhelming effect on everything from entertainment programming decisions to political
campaigns. And news and information input by users could radically alter the face of broadcast reporting by
essentially providing the station with thousands, perhaps millions of on-the-spot correspondents - especially
if the interactive systems are equipped with video uplink capacity. That interactive TV will be heavily
centralized goes without saying.

We can also expect game developers to begin exploiting the Multi-User Environment - there may already be
as many as 200 MUDs (Multi-User Dungeons) around the globe, and they have a proven ability to draw and
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hold large groups of users (Kelly & Rheingold 1993). As bandwidth restrictions become less of a concern,
improved video and graphics capability are likely to provide a tremendous boost to creators of these
interactive fantasy worlds. Netrek, an intergalactic space war game, already boasts an "international" league
of eighteen teams (Kelly 1993).

Closed systems can provide the user with a wide array of content options and seemingly endless navigational
paths (Kunkel 1989, Davis 1993, Churbuck 1993), but they don't possess the two-way communication and
content-adding qualities of open systems. Closed systems are exemplified by training videos, the new wave
of "interactive" laser discs discussed in the introduction, and the expansive CD-ROM encyclopedias which have
become standard features in many new computer packages. 

In spite of the fact that the vast range of options afforded by interactive CD-ROMs lend them a high degree
of "apparent" interactivity, these products are essentially canned, in that they provide a finite, and ultimately
quantifiable, number of options. They allow only one-way communication and user input cannot add content.
There is no feedback loop.

The individualized navigational paths, non-linear design and large databases of Palenque, an interactive
educational CD-ROM (Kunkel 1989) and interactive video packages like Rundgren's No World Order may,
however, prove quite attractive to consumers. Palenque, in particular, appears to have tremendous educational
potential, and as anyone who has sampled a CD-ROM encyclopedia can attest, this technology holds the
attention and encourages exploration. Amateur audio producers will be captivated by the Rundgren disc; it
"contains a database of more than 1500 musical segments and phrases, which you can rearrange to create
your own composition" (Davis 1993).

Still, it is useful to remember that CD-ROMs are not purely interactive - they reside in a category that is
distinct from open systems like interactive television and online services. The interactive elements upon which
Palenque is built distinguish it in no theoretical way from a dictionary - which stores huge amounts of
information and is designed to be used in a non-linear fashion.

Mediated systems involve apparent interaction between human and machine. In order to understand this
category of technologies, it is necessary to distinguish between machine facilitated human-human
interactivity (H-H) and human-machine interactivity (H-M). A pure H-H model requires the participation of
at least two people, between whom communication or transactions take place. All open systems are H-H
systems.

Some people conceive of interactivity in a way that allows for direct interaction between human and machine
(Ad Age 1993a, Bailo 1993, Kunkel 1989). These people consider single-user video games and interactive CD-
ROMs to be interactions between human and machine.

However, it is not clear that pure H-M interactivity actually exists at this point in time. What is generally
perceived as H-M interaction is really a form of H-H, with the machine playing a more conspicuous role in the
person-to-person communication (Smith 1993).

For example, a video game isn't an H-M machine interaction in any technical sense because the game is
nothing more than a software-based extension of the game designers and programmers. The game's range
of options is dictated by its program. Thus, if the player is in fact interacting, it is with the programmers.

Perhaps the best example of the mediated system is the automated teller machine. The ATM does in fact
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facilitate interactivity, and many people consider that the interaction occurs between themselves and the
ATM. But the structure of an interactive medium depends on the answer to this question: what is on the other
end of the communication system? In fact, the interaction is not between the user and the ATM, it's between
the user and the bank. The automated teller is merely the medium which mediates the communication or
transaction between the individual and the institution. By way of analogy, the ATM is to the user and the bank
what the telephone is to two friends planning a weekend trip.

Perhaps this is a question of semantics, and in the marketing arena the distinction is probably of limited
significance. Still, it seems a point worth making because true H-M interaction is not inconceivable. If and
when artificial intelligence becomes reality it will be possible for humans to interact with machines in the
same way we interact with each other, and at that point this semantic distinction will make more practical
sense. The advent of artificial intelligence will necessitate the addition of another category of interactivity,
if not a wholesale reformulation of the entire concept.

CONCLUSIONS

In its purest form, interactivity, as applied to interactive media, is a two-way communication process with
centralized moderation or message control, in which user input acts to add content to the system and
affects the response options of others in the communication loop.

The range of possible applications is overwhelming: interactive TV, shopping, interactive music video and CD-
ROM, video games, interactive advertising and marketing kiosks, online services, and virtual reality. Virtual
reality alone has implications far beyond its primary use currently as a video game platform: architectural
design, law enforcement and military training (Sterling 1993), medical training, and almost limitless potential
as a tool for advertisers and marketers.

It is difficult to make definitive pronouncements about a medium that is as young as this one, but the better
we understand the medium's common properties now the more effectively we can facilitate improved product
and service design in the near term, which in turn should provide more and better information and application
in the long term.

PART TWO: INTERACTIVE MEDIA - WHAT WORKS?

FACTORS WHICH MAY INFLUENCE MARKET SUCCESS

Since for a marketer how it sells is usually a more relevant concern than what it is, this section will consider
the characteristics which are likely to contribute to an interactive medium's acceptance and eventual market
success.

1: Interactivity. As noted in the introduction, there is a widespread sense in the media industry that
interactivity holds the key to tremendous revenues in TV, film, music and video and home shopping. We are
assured that "interactivity will be embraced" (Russell 1993).

It should be stressed that there is no necessary correlation between interactivity, per se, and market success.
Films, television, radio, books, and magazines are examples of non-interactive media which have enjoyed
tremendous success. Conversely, the telegraph and CB radio are two media whose popularity has waned
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despite their high degree of interactivity.

Those who believe that interactivity itself will prove to be a major selling point for new media are betting that
consumers are not the couch potatoes they're usually made out to be. Traditionally, "television viewing has
been considered a passive activity" (Clark 1993), but recent research on the use of remote control devices
(RCDs) does indicate that television viewers may be more active than previously believed. Although viewing
is essentially a passive act physically, the research is clear in its finding that viewers are quite active cognitively
(Dozier & Rice 1984, Kubey & Czikszentmihalyi 1990, Bryant & Rockwell 1993, Clark 1993). 

Research conducted by DDB Needham shows that early users of online services are, in fact, very aggressive
and open to change (Beacham 1993), and the Castro Valley project also indicates a high level of user
involvement (Donaton 1993). It is not certain that mainstream viewers, most of whom have not yet
encountered these new media, will be as active as these early adopters, but the research suggests that there's
reason to be optimistic.

Different media afford users varying
types and degrees of interactivity, as
Jonathan Steurer's Interactivity
Matrix (Kelly & Steurer 1993)
graphically demonstrates. Steurer
rated a wide range of existing and
speculative media according to their
interactivity ("the degree of
response to a user") and vividness
("range of responses"). This matrix is
reproduced in Figure 1 at the right.
Media which embody the three
elements of "pure" interactivity
detailed in Part One can be found in
the columns further to the right
(columns indicated by color
gradations in the axis). Media in the
leftmost columns violate at least
one of the three open elements.1

Included in the three rightmost
columns - the open systems
category - are media which have
demonstrated tremendous market
success (telephones) as well as media
which one might intuitively expect to perform well if and when they become technologically feasible (Star
Trek holodeck, Bradbury's nursery from "The Veldt"). Highly successful media (and media which the researcher
believes will be successful) are found on the far left as well (books, newspapers, films, "interactive" videos).
On the whole, the researcher's informal scoring device indicated a slightly higher success score among two-
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way media, but the difference evaporates if the nines and tens assigned to the speculative technologies are
factored out. The scoring device also supports (very slightly) an intuitive notion that the ability to add content
to a system may contribute to success, a belief which derives from the sense that communication is an
essential consumer need (Donaton 1993, Liebman 1992). 

It is clear that interactivity alone does not guarantee the success of a product (Moca 1993). Recent RCD
research indicates that use varies according to sex, age, and social context (Cornwell 1993); it is reasonable
to expect that interactive TV, shopping services, video-on-demand, and online computing and banking will
also be used in different ways, depending on the user and the situation.

2: Community and relationship building. Interactive media have a demonstrated potential for strengthening
family and community relationships - and those relationships, in turn, can greatly contribute to a medium's
acceptance. 

Television has traditionally been a medium which served as a focus for family activity. "Families organize their
time around television programming, and use television as an agenda-setter for conversations...a tool to teach
or reinforce values, and a means to demonstrate family roles" (Lull 1980, Clark 1993). However, the rise in the
number of televisions per household over the past few decades has had a negative impact on the family's time
together, as parents and children more often watch TV separately on their own sets. "Family viewing still exists,
but the predominate viewing context is not with the entire family (Copeland & Schweitzer 1993). "With the
introduction of interactivity and an increase in program choice, researchers may question whether the
continuation of the multiple set phenomenon, coupled with the frequent use of the RCD, will further
fragment the family's television use" (Clark 1993).

It is possible the precise opposite may prove true, however. Early results from the Castro Valley experiment

...found that interactive TV was a socializing force in the home. People
would sit around the remote control and play games against other families.
Within the home, parents and children would sit together to play children's
games. This was something we thought people would sit and do by
themselves, but they don't, they actually do it together (Donaton 1993).

Within the family context, competition seems to be the element that draws people together. 

Other interactive projects are finding that new media have the potential to reach beyond the home and help
foster a sense of community. Toronto's Citytv is experimenting with quasi-interactivity in an apparent effort
to build stronger community relationships. For example, Speakers Corner (sic), a booth set up outside the
station, allows anyone to put in a dollar and "pose, preen or proselytize in front of a videocamera for two
minutes...and, good taste permitting, end up on Citytv" (Cowan 1993, Smith 1993). The set for MuchMusic,
Canada's version of MTV, is separated from the outside world by only a glass wall - anyone can stop and watch
the show as it airs (Cowan 1993). While this may not be interactive TV in a technical sense, it does indicate
a willingness to involve the viewer in the process. One Torontoan respondent to the online solicitation says
Citytv is interactive in the way that a street or a public square is interactive (Smith 1993). This sort of
programming philosophy, coupled with developing interactive technology, offers the programmer a chance
to forge an unprecedented closeness with the community.

This past summer's Piazza Virtuale in Hamburg was another interactive TV experiment with clear implications
toward community-building.
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Up to twenty people could simultaneously use touch-tone phones to air
their voices on current events (the neo-fascist riots in Rostock, Germany
provided a controversial and heated topic of conversation), arrange
meetings, make music with a computer-mediated "virtual orchestra," "paint"
using Mac-like programs, or simply rant and rave at each other.

Banks of computers and modems in Ponton's studios created an
instant, televised BBS. Modem-users squirted text onto the television screen
and faxes were displayed on camera; there were QuickTime movies and
animations, and even ISDN connections. Piazza also included picture-phone
entry points from the Baltic republics, war-torn Yugoslavia, Japan, North
Africa and North America (Marshall 1993).

The first day the project received 5000 calls, and word got around quickly - on day two the system was
inundated with 100,000 calls. By the end of the summer callers had enriched the German telephone company
to the tune of $1 million (Marshall 1993).

The project's main goal was "live interaction," to "break through the barrier of the screen." In the end, fan
clubs cropped up, and people started using "e-mail and faxes to set up parties and meetings" (Marshall 1993).

For developers, the best news about interactivity's potential community-building properties is that social
relationships can accelerate the pace of a product's acceptance. Rogers, in his Diffusion Theory of Innovation,
says that an innovation's benefits must be observable to potential adopters (Rogers 1971). This is true for
interactive media specifically, since "it is difficult for consumers to conceive of its benefits until it can be
observed and reported on by others" (Clark 1993). The decision to adopt a new technology is based heavily
on the opinions of those who have actually tried or adopted the product, and the adopter's social context
must be conducive to the adoption of the new technology (Rogers 1986). "[T]he common social habit of
telling friends about mass communications which they may themselves have missed appears likely to
supplement the reinforcing capabilities of the original communications" (Klapper 1960). 

To the extent that a new medium has innate communal properties, it is likely that positive evaluations of the
medium will spread more quickly and more credibly. If developers are able to foster a sense of community,
as seems to be the case with Citytv and Piazza Virtuale, it is probable that these developers will find more
rapid acceptance for their products - especially since the interactive product itself is a communications device.

Implicit in this idea is the necessity that the new medium possess some perceived advantage over the media
it is replacing (Rogers 1971). As the Ad Age study cited in the introduction makes clear, awareness of
interactivity's existence is still small - to say nothing of its perceived advantages.

3: User choice. Industry leaders, developers and designers alike, seem to agree that increased consumer control
over content will be a major factor in the ultimate success of interactive media (Ad Age 1993a, Mackie 1993,
Smith 1993, Kunkel 1989, Liebman 1992, Donaton 1993, Churbuck 1993, Fuhrman 1991, Copeland 1988,
Davis 1993, Russell 1993). In the age of interactivity, the marketer will be compelled to tell consumers what
they want to know, not what the marketer wants them to know (Beacham 1993).

Of primary importance to television viewers is the choice of what to view, and both selective exposure and
selective avoidance are major drives in the exercise of that choice (Clark 1993, Walker & Bellamy 1993, Walker,
Bellamy & Traudt 1993, Klapper 1960, Cornwell 1993). The projected 500-channel future of television,
experiments with interactive music and video, and the rapidly growing array of online computing services
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would appear to provide media consumers with a degree of choice unprecedented in the history of
entertainment.

Navigational control is also believed to contribute to user enjoyment of a system (Kunkel 1989). More subtle
forms of navigational interaction - 

based on simulation and spatial metaphor...offer the audience a way to
become literally involved in the story while preserving the integrity of the
narrative. It is this vision of interactivity that will sell new media technology
in the long run (Whitby 1993).

The act of manipulating content is in and of itself a pleasurable activity for consumers. "[T]he initial and
usual interaction is one of 'milling' around, as people do aimlessly and yet pleasantly at a fair, shopping center,
or at a seaside promenade. All this is 'pure play attitude'" (Stephenson 1967). Quite apart from the content
of the media, the large number of choices allows the user the opportunity to explore, to "exert control over
the viewing situation" (Clark 1993). This research appears to explain why the content choices of channel-
surfing episodes sometimes make little sense. It suggests to interactive developers that a system which
provides great freedom of "movement" and navigational control is likely to be well-received by consumers.
Bryant & Rockwell say that future programming will cater to the "sovereign consumer," and "will be easily
customized to fit the needs and tastes of individual users" (Bryant & Rockwell 1993).

Interactivity, in the form of user-based navigation, can also contribute greatly to the learning experience
(Kunkel 1989). Research indicates that "...people learn more when they are active than when they are passive
(Copeland 1988). In two separate studies, increases in learning were directly attributable to increases in
interactivity (Hannafin 1985, Copeland 1986).

4: Vividness. As described by Kelly, vividness is a measure of a medium's "range of responses" (Kelly & Steurer
1993). It is best understood as the degree to which a medium or communication registers on the user's
sensorium. A communication barely noticeable to only one sense (a faint noise, for example) would have a
very low vividness. A communication context which threatened to overload several senses simultaneously (say,
the mosh pit at a Pearl Jam concert) would be of a very high vividness. The examples used by Steurer
effectively illustrate this point.

It is intuitively reasonable that media which more aggressively engross the senses will be more attractive to
consumers. Simple observation indicates that society is becoming increasingly stimulating, and many see
features like "engaging graphic sequences" as important elements of a product's attractiveness (Fuhrman
1991, Kunkel 1989). This is especially true for video games (when was the last time you played Pong?);
television commercials advertising Nintendo and Sega video games are monuments to audio-visual
stimulation, packing as much premeditated sensory wallop as the medium will allow. In a current ad featuring
Spike Lee, a televised demonstration of the games' power leaves the teenaged boy, his furniture and the family
cat flattened against the back wall of the living room. The Cerritos Main Street project bears out the
importance of vividness for interactive games. Low-tech games like blackjack, poker and trivia appear to have
held little appeal for users accustomed to more exciting Nintendo and Sega game systems (Sellinger 1993).

The importance of high vividness to other interactive services is less clear at this point, although everything
from television to popular music to newspapers and magazines has, over the past few years, grown
increasingly vivid. Television uses more camera angles and more frequent cuts; music has cultivated an ever
louder, harder edge; and many newspapers are revising their formats to appeal to more visually oriented
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readers. Some, like The Greensboro News & Record, have adopted the Boca Raton model, which in appearance
emulates USA Today, while others have opted for a tabloid format, like Denver's Rocky Mountain News. With
MTV leading the way creatively, and a generation of consumers raised on MTV coming of age, it is probable
that the required dosages of stimulation will continue to rise, with obvious implications for new media
developers.

5: Affordability. Although often overlooked, the cost to consumers of these new media services is of vital
importance.

For example, assume a monthly cable bill of $20 for basic channels. Then,
add a premium service at $12. Now, let's assume a family rents ten "on
demand" movies over a period of a month at $3.95 each.

The kids are hooked on the new game channel and play interactively
through the cable system with the neighborhood kids down the block. At
50¢ for each ten-minute game, they are hard-pressed to play only 25 times
over the month.

For TV couch potatoes, the new "virtual VCR" feature is addictive.
For only 50¢, it allows the replay of any prime-time TV program at any time
during the week following the first broadcast...The total monthly charges for
this convenience add up to $10 (Beacham 1993).

To this add a few specialty services - opera, Digital Cable Radio, and college football pay-per-views, and the
monthly cable bill has ballooned from $26.80 to $135.50 (Beacham 1993). This is just for service, and makes
no allowance for installation fees or the cost of purchasing whatever technology may be required for a
particular service.

We have come to expect the costs of technological innovations to be high at first, but then to steadily
decrease, as has been the case with all sorts of computing technologies. It is reasonable to expect the same
to happen with interactivity. But in order for a new media technology to become economically feasible, a
critical mass of adopters is necessary (Klopfenstein 1993, Russomanno 1993). Each new adopter increases the
saliency of the medium (Russomanno 1993). Obviously, developers who can attract that critical mass more
quickly will reap the benefits.

6: Ease of use. In order for a new technology to be accepted, it must be perceived by potential users as being
easy to use (Rogers 1971). Anecdotal evidence abounds regarding people's fears of computers, their inability
to program their VCRs, even their reluctance to use automated teller machines. Many people attribute their
decisions to purchase a Macintosh instead of an IBM-based system to the Mac's perceived accessibility.

It is easy to lodge complaints against developers on this score. The Internet is arcane, challenging all but
certified computer wizards; Apple’s Main Street is attractive to look at and fairly simple to use, but the
navigational routing allows the user little freedom; and many newer RCDs have more buttons than a PC. 

The sophistication level of the average consumer must be accounted for if new media are to gain widespread
acceptance. There seems to be a growing awareness among media developers of this need - after years of
user-indifferent system design, we find more attention paid to "the art of human-computer interface design,"
to borrow the title of Brenda Laurel's influential volume. VCR Plus is a widely-available device which allows
VCRs to be programmed with the simple entry of a several digit code. And Magnavox advertises an easy-to-
use voice-programmable VCR. The discussion panel featuring Turner, Murdoch, Malone and Hawkins was
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unanimous in its belief that "the next step will be finding user-friendly technology to guide viewers through
the digital torrent" (Dempsey 1993).

7: Appropriateness of content to medium. Amid all the talk of convergence one thing is lost - are the
message systems appropriate to the delivery media? This paper has addressed interactivity and interactive
media broadly, in places treating all technologies as though they were alike. However, interactive television
and interactive online computing services are very different things. It is not at all clear that a single delivery
device - be it an HDTV screen with an RCD or a large Super VGA monitor with a mouse - can successfully
sustain both entertainment content and textual computing services. As Copeland noted in the introduction,
different media have different message systems; McLuhan's adage has now passed into the common colloquy:
the medium is the message. Dozier & Rice found that "[w]hile reading is active, viewing video is passive and,
thus, may mitigate against some benefits from online information access" (Dozier & Rice 1984).

Some early results from interactive TV experiments seem to bear them out. A small (50 household) test in
Chicago found that

...anything on the TV set has to be entertaining and has to be easy to use.
The applications that are likely to play well with customers will be integrated
and will have entertainment, information and communication
aspects...Shopping did well. Children's games and entertainment did
well...People don't like to read text from the TV set (Donaton 1993).

This is a critical point for developers. The convergent interactive future envisioned by many commentators,
where all of a subscriber's entertainment, banking, shopping and computing are handled by a single
technology may not be feasible. It is possible, if not probable, that the wide screen which is so friendly to
video, film and games might prove inhospitable to more information-based online computing services. In-
home tests which converge these services are desperately needed.

8: Developer expertise. As noted in the introduction, the people who will define interactive media may still
be unknowns. In this enterprise, as any other, the most talented players are likely to win the game. "Most of
the entrepreneurs involved in the nascent multimedia industry prefer the 'garage band' theory of the
interactive revolution, which holds that the new media will be spawned not by the convergence of well-
established media giants rooted in the past, but by agile little start-ups who can conceptualize non-linear
stories and who 'get' interaction" (Harmon 1993).

The "small-is-beautiful" philosophy isn't without precedent. The giant movie studios started as small
independent ventures, and the computer industry is full of start-up companies like Lotus, Microsoft, Compaq,
Apple and Dell, which quickly outpaced the industry's established giants (Harmon 1993).

Finally, it should be noted that the experts quoted in this paper tend to refer to the future in terms of existing
media and approaches - on-demand movies, for example. However, new media have never thrived on recycled
content. Early movies were simply filmed stage performances, while early TV was 60-minute theater and
rehashed radio scripts. These industries exploded when producers began to realize that they were not
constrained by the conventions of the past. Cameras could be moved (Harmon 1993). It is possible that while
we debate the future in terms of interactive sitcoms and videogames, the ultimate success of interactive
media will hinge on something not yet invented. "The skills and experience of programme designers, producers
and programmers are critical to the creation of good and successful interactive video programmes" (Copeland
1988).
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What is true for interactive video, in this case, is almost certainly true for other interactive media. Success
throughout the industry will probably be closely tied to the essential quality of personnel and system design.

Conclusions

Although some observers urge caution and others guarantee outright failure (Maddox 1993) the revolution
forges ahead, with nothing in sight to slow it down. For good or ill, the immediate future of media is one of
interactive experimentation, and the long-term future will be considerably more interactive than the present.

The potential benefits are overwhelming - everything is possible, from the mundane joy of surfing 500
channels to the actualization of true Jeffersonian Democracy (Kapor 1993). On the down side, the new media
could force upon us services we don't want, further fractionalize the American family (Clark 1993) or usher
in an era of oppressive Big Brotherism (Kapor 1993). The truth probably lies somewhere between - as everyone
from William Gibson to Alvin Toffler has suggested, we are moving from a service economy to an information
economy, where economic power will reside in the access to and the ability to manipulate information.

If this is true, then it bodes well for the American consumer, who will, with this new technology, have far
greater access to information and a pronounced say-so in how not just business, but communications are
conducted. It is also good news for the American entrepreneur, who routinely devotes an unnecessarily high
percentage of promotional resources getting the message to people who don't want to hear it. Commerce
in the interactive world should be both more efficient and more congenial.
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